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ADVISORY

PLAN COMMISSION
Minutes

Brownsburg

Town

61 North Green
Brownsburg,

Hall

Street

Indiana

46112

Monday, January 25, 2021

The Brownsburg

Advisory

Pledge of Allegiance.
Members

Plan Commission

was convened

at 6:00 PM with a moment of silence and the

A roll call was taken; where upon determination

Present:

Ben

Lacey,

Richard

Miller,

Shawn

Pabst,

of quorum was found.
Brett Scowden,

Matt Simpson

and

Chris Worley
Members Absent:

None

Also Present:

Jodi

Dickey,

Gillingham,

AICPAICP

Director,
Cand.-

Todd

Planner

A.
I

Barker,
and

AICP-

Heather

Asst.

Director,

Wetzel-

Lauren

Administrative

Assistant

C.

ELECTION
1.

OF OFFICERS

2021 President {
Motion:
seconded

2.

Presided

By The 2020 President)

Chris Worley made a motion to ELECT
by Matt Simpson,

Brett Scowden

as the 2021 APC President,

motion carried 6 In Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 0 Abstained.

2021 Vice- President { Presided By The 2021 President)
Motion:

Brett Scowden made a motion to ELECT Chris Worley as the 2021 APC Vice President,

seconded by Richard Miller, motion carried 6 In Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 0 Abstained.
3.

2021 Recording Secretary
Motion:
Secretary,

D.

APPROVAL
1.

Brett Scowden
seconded

made a motion to APPOINT

Heather Wetzel as the 2021

Recording

by Ben Lacey, motion carried 6 In Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 0 Abstained

OF PREVIOUS

MEETING

MINUTES

December 28, 2020- Regular Meeting
Motion:

Ben Lacey made a motion to APPROVE

the

December

28,

2020

regular

minutes, seconded by Matt Simpson, motion carried 6 In Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 0 Abstained.
E.

APPROVAL

OF FINDINGS

OF FACT AND REPORTS

OF DETERMINATION

1.

PCMA- 10-20-1854

Virgil Park Rezone To PR

2.

PCPP- 11- 20- 1864

Virgil Park Primary Plat

3.

PCMA- 10- 20- 1855

Home 2 Suites By Hilton Rezone To HC
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meeting

4.

PCPP- 11-20-1858

Phillips Manor Primary Plat

5.

PSDP- 11-20-1860

Panda Express DPR

Ben Lacey made a motion to APPROVE the

Motion:

Findings

of

Fact

and

Reports

of

Determination for PCMA-10-20-1854, PCPP-11-20-1864, PCMA-10-20-1855, PCPP-11-20-1858
and PSDP-11-20-1860, seconded

by Matt Simpson, motion carried 6 In Favor/0 Opposed/0

Abstained.
E.

HEARING

1.
F.

None

None

CONTINUED

1.
H.

FOR CONTINUANCES

OLD BUSINESS

1.
G.

OF REQUESTS

PUBLIC

HEARINGS

None

NEW PUBLIC HEARINGS

1.

PCMA- 11-20-1859

Redwood Rezone To M2

A request for a conditional zoning map amendment, to amend the zoning on approximately
31.28 acres of real estate, located at US 136 and CR 600 N, from Agricultural ( AG) to Medium
Density Multiple- family Residential ( M2), for the purpose of creating a multiple- family residential
subdivision.
Parcels: 32-07-04-400-004.000-016
ADVERTISED

PUBLIC

HEARING

Represented By: Russell L. Brown, Clark, Quinn, Moses, Scott & Grahn, LLP
Russell L. Brown, Clark, Quinn, Moses, Scott & Grahn, LLP presented his case. He stated most of
the Commission was familiar with Redwood but he would give an overview of who they were and
the project that was before them that evening. Some of the requests would be before the Board
of Zoning

Appeals at a subsequent

meeting.

Tonight' s request was a straight rezoning

approximately 31.28 acres to the M2 classification.

of

Redwood was an independent Ohio based

company who had been developing their product in Indiana since 2012. They currently had one
community in Brownsburg on the south side of town; that site had developed well and leased up
well and Redwood had been looking for a second location in or near Brownsburg for some time.
They currently owned, managed and maintained approximately 14,000 units across six different
states. All of those units were conventionally financed; there were no tax credits included in any
of those developments. Today Redwood has not sold a development. The floor plans had evolved
over their history but all were single story with attached garages. Mr. Brown said that all of the
units proposed would have a 2-bed/2-bath layout. Traditional Redwood residents were young
professionals and empty nesters. Residents were attracted to the quiet, the privacy of attached
garages, private entrances, patios and porches, the size and amenities included in the units. The
units were 1,300 to 1,600 square feet in size. They were energy efficient, had granite and stainless
steel, and washer and dryer availability in every unit. They owned, operated and maintained their
communities and their material choices and layouts reflected the long-term vision of ongoing
ownership and maintenance. They choose materials which decreased ongoing maintenance
needs, including controlling aspects of their community through things like private streets.
Mr. Brown said Traditional Redwood developments had a very low impact on schools. Page 3 of
the Staff report provided data gathered by the Brownsburg School Corporation on the existing
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neighborhood

and in nearby

communities

showing

units, which was lower than other traditional
traditional

single- family.

Redwood

towards families with children
aged children

population.

and background
Mr.

Brown

valued

an average

a quiet community;

which promoted

There was on- site management.

said

as the

Staff

report

and

the

as well as the other three corners

product

provided

partially

residential.

COVID,

development

residential

Brown

moving

of Reasons

It would

done at the development

residential

they had created

uses to the south

instead

that due to changes
infill residential

be developed

include

of partially

development

in two sections

buildings

with between

site instead of a combined

starting

traffic impact.

The conceptual

line where the existing

saving

lower intensity
which

would

reviewed

residential

a buffering

required

was and provided

required
trees

to the south

between

any existing

located

single- family
traditionally
application

side elevations

not been

Redwood

painted

an

and

drainage

based

Mr. Brown said the
infrastructure

needs

line to be preserved.

on

concerns

raised

the amount of landscaping

He

at the

that was

with some variances

Second,

the marked

that were listed in the

on the site to try to offset those

siding

side elevations ( anything

other than the building

with two types

already

because

offered

of siding

and

stone

product on elevations

utilizes

such

the product

product.

or

knee wall.

Finally,

directly adjacent to the

It can

has a poured

facing

next door to them)

be

in pigment.

painted

but has

The multifamily

had a 30 year fade resistant and shrinkage warranty.

The Staff report contained
feedback

as well as keeping

First, the rear elevations of those facing 136 and 600

to using an upgraded

community.

have

from the south

site.

enhancements

create two front doors.

committed

site would

the two uses. Mr. Brown said they also would commit to save

healthy trees on the Redwood

There were three enhancements.

have enhanced

Redwood

and

to that. Mr. Brown

40 foot setbacks
for ponding

revised

doubling

visible from a right- of- way or visible from something
would

edge and

a traffic study be

or commercial

on the property

was

Mr. Brown said the request was a straight rezoning

would essentially

out of

the 40 foot setback on the south allowed

less grading

which

staff report. There were some elevation
variances.

it

and

of a split use

on the eastern

were agreeable

site plan showed

held 10 days ago essentially

by the ordinance

or maintain

generally

plan

meeting

emerged

instead

of trees located on the subject site near Arbor Springs.

development

allow more of the existing

neighborhood

because

four and eight units per building

residential

existing stand of trees for buffering off site. Additionally
for potential

a step

commercial

as the economy

plan review stage and the petitioners

stated a master developed

property

the

It was their belief that the Redwood

four different floor plans. They had one access point on 136. Staff requested

a lower overall

provided,

retail uses at that corner,

deviation from the split Comp Plan recommendation.

said the site would

westward.

to credit

They believed

for those

of the site as completely

residents consented

Statement

use along the boundaries

They also believed

would be an appropriate
Mr.

zoning

geared
school-

and neighborhood

of that intersection.

a better step down

a completely

no amenities

while also decreasing

Potential

down zoning the further away you got from the intersection.

provided

per 100

lower than

to promote a quiet and safe neighborhood.

Detailed

Plan called for a mix of residential

and significantly

there were

a quiet community

checks and tenants were screened

Comprehensive

of less than 10 students

three- story multifamily

concerns from neighbors,

late that afternoon

or increase

water pressure

one was water pressure.

Redwood

received

that there was a need to do further studies about how to maintain
at that location;

that would

be dealt with at the Development

Plan

Review stage. A second concern was related to the impact to single- family home property values
based

on

the

information
study

which

adjacency

to

multifamily

from the community.
came

to

the

development.

Mr. Brown

conclusion

that

added

Staff

report

provided

that he was aware of one national

newly
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The

constructed

and

market- rate

anecdotal
published
multifamily

developments
properties

had

not limited

related

neighborhood

on

proactively

conserve

properties

believed

impact

property

on

January

14,

2021

address those in his presentation.
of the community.

property

continue

Main

that evidence
values.
and

multifamily

31

classification

136

acres

a big

and

to the

component

bedroom/ two- bath

units

with

fall below acceptable
Water Department

Mr.

provided
Brown

to those

some assurance

noted

approximately

25

they

held

viewers

M2

reviewing

Drive/ CR

classification

attached

regarding
Based

recommended

the project would

the location
E.

They

the

garages.

number

The

water pressure

service

needed

of a traffic study prior to the development

adequately

resolved

Plan Commission

to

looking

product.

project

was

to

Oftentimes
These

adjacent

R3

two-

zoning

Mr. Barker
began

doing

that the pressure

could

during

peak times.

Barker

The

study to determine

to fall below acceptable
Mr.

with

were

to

and the Water Department

and fire protection

corner
rezone

levels.

They

recommended

the

plan phase, as well as the water issue being

of Water Department.

and did recommend

Staff believed

a favorable

the land use in that

recommendation

from the

to the Town Council.

Shawn

Pabst asked

Barker

said

multifamily

request

ready

at the southwest

of bedrooms.

with that study.

completion

would

the reality

and were

were

for a single- story

was

neighborhood

that the Applicant complete an engineering

to the satisfaction

The

He tried to

that evening.

600

cause flow rates and pressure

was an appropriate

a virtual

attended.

stock while reflecting

on their recent tests they believed

for what was

to the

as a whole, and would

recommendation

and those in attendance

Northfield

Redwood

and the community

for a favorable

levels for residential

recommendations

right

Mr. Barker to go over any details for the previous
around

the

product proposed

start

of the

project not developing,
did a comprehensive

recession,

on the site. The buildings

each building and also included approximately

12- 14 years

approval
ago,

there

on the site.
was

Mr.

a similar

had a maximum

number of four units in

3V2- S acres of commercial.

After 4 Yi years of that

the ground was all rezoned

back to the AG classification

when the Town

rezone in 2012.

Miller had no questions at that time.

Matt Simpson

asked for more information

was fed from the north along
that became

Northfield

on the water issue.

edition

Drive. Mr. Simpson
going

The system

the need for the variances

mentioned

would

potentially

that were in place today.

make it worse.
drop more.

before the BZA or would those still be pending.

Mr. Worley asked if the setbacks

Mr. Barker said that was correct and that all three variances
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Mr.

by Mr. Brown and asked Staff if any

Barker said that those were some of the things that they were proposing
standards

so

tracks

that if they were having issues

addition

in there yet but it could

the three enhancements

was not looped

was south of the railroad

said it was a safe assumption

Barker said Drees did not have any homes

of those answered

The concern

in right down the road with the Drees

Chris Worley referenced

Mr. Barker said that area of Town

Drive as it went south.

a dead end leg of that of that system.

along Northfield

the BZA.

as compared

and the UDO did consider those two adjacent zoning districts appropriate.

tests over the last few weeks.

whether

owners

for the town

said there had been concerns

another

feet

Mr. Brown felt the request would promote orderly

the case for the Commission

Street/ US

approximately

They asked

of the Commission

Todd Barker reviewed

Richard

300

diversity to the community' s housing

post- COVID.

answer questions

location

within

They believed that the proposed

values for the adjoining

to add necessary

of adjustments

gave

on

of that 300 feet. Those were not limited to single- story and

type. They

to the

meeting

impact

outside

raised during that meeting largely tracked those included in the Staff report.

development

of W.

negative

by development

Commission

concerns

no

that were located

as an alternative

Mr.

to the

would still have to go before
would

still be needed.

The

enhancements that the Applicant was talking about were in reference to architectural. The
variances were for setbacks, number of buildings per lot, and then the architectural.
Mr. Worley stated he believed a completed traffic study would be an important part of answering
Criterion 3: Ifthe proposed amendment was the most desirable use for which the land and subject
property was adapted. He asked why a completed traffic study was not presented to the Plan
Commission. Mr. Barker said it was primary a result of a number of studies that were proposed
and but had not moved forward. If that was something the Plan Commission still wanted before
the zoning that was within their purview to request.
Ben Lacey had no questions.
Brett Scowden echoed what Mr. Worley said and felt that how much traffic might be traveling in
and out would add on to the criterion of responsible development and growth. Without the traffic
study and engineering study, he was not sure if it was responsible growth and development, if it
was feasible and how it might impact other residents. He was hesitant to move forward and asked
how the other Commissioners felt regarding those two issues. Mr. Lacey said they did not have
enough information about infrastructure, water and traffic to make an educated decision. Mr.
Scowden said it was difficult to send a recommendation to Town Council without being informed.
Mr. Pabst and Mr. Miller agreed as well. Mr. Scowden asked if that made sense to the Applicant;
there were two major pieces of information missing that they really needed to look at before
choosing to rezone. Mr. Brown said that it did make sense. He said that as far as the water issue,
the first time they were made aware of it was approximately two weeks ago and they did not
have a statement from the Water Department until about 4 P.M. that afternoon. He said they
inquired if a traffic study was required to move forward and it was their understanding that it was
not required. He understood both of the issues and if the Commission desired that information
before they made a recommendation that was within their purview and they would comply.
Jodi Dickey informed the Commission that they were allowed to do a favorable and unfavorable
or no recommendation to the Council, which was an option. If they thought they needed the
traffic study and the water study in order to make an adequate recommendation,

they could

continue but there was a third option. The Commission had a brief discussion about the options
and then the time needed for completion of the traffic study and water report. The Applicant was
supportive of a 60 day continuance.
Motion:

Chris Worley made a motion to CONTINUE

PCMA-11-20-1859 to the March 22, 2021

regular meeting, seconded by Ben Lacey, motion carried 6 In Favor/0 Opposed/0 Abstained.
ADVERTISED

PUBLIC

HEARING

OPENED,

RECESSED

AND CONTINUED

TO MARCH

22,

2021 AT 6 P. M.

2.

PCCZ-12-20-1865

Greystone PD Amendment

A request for a conditional zoning map amendment, to amend the Greystone Planned
Development ( PD) to create a new ordinance to cover a planned expansion to allow for future
residential development, on approximately 43.31 acres, located at 6780 N County Road 625 E.
Parcels: 32-07-03-100-001.000-001
ADVERTISED

PUBLIC

HEARING

Represented By: Rex Ramage, Pulte Homes of Indiana, Inc.
Rex Ramage, Pulte Homes appeared

requesting

to amend the Greystone

PD ordinance.

He

reviewed the location of the existing site and where the expansion would be. The conceptual site
showed 93 lots on about 43 acres. They tried to keep as many of the standards that were in the
existing Greystone PD the same and only modify a handful those standards in order to bring in a
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third housing type. The lots on the plan were about 60 feet wide and Greystone' s ordinance
a minimum

of about 54 feet wide. The most notable

was the minimum

lot area. The R3 standard

amendment

and the standard

from the original

for Greystone

called for 9,000 and

they did not quite have the depth on some of those lots so they were proposing
foot minimum
Mr. Ramage

area. The rest of the standards
said that Greystone

had

been

would

wildly

Greystone

today,

traditional

single- family with 3-, 4-, 5-bedrooms

most of which

mimic the Greystone

successful.

There

had

PD ordinance

an 8,400 square

ordinance

of today.

were two housing

types

in

one was a single- story empty- nester type of home series and the other was a

were getting

and transacted

at a relatively

above the $ 400, 000. They were proposing

modest price point,

the Landing

series which

they were currently selling in Belle Arbor which was off of 700 on the other side of the interstate.
They were seeing
style of house.

demand

for being on the other side of the Interstate

Mr. Ramage

reviewed

the renderings

explaining

as well as that particular

they would

have a mix of floor

plans with six ranches and four 2- story plans. The average of the homes would be about $ 330, 000
but he noted that one of the homes elevations
They were seeing
offer that additional
fit and finishes

he showed

sold last week for about $ 367, 000.

a lot of success and wanted to expand the Greystone

community

in order to

house. Mr. Ramage said the homes would have the same interiors and quality

seen in every Pulte Home with options for granite or quartz countertops,

flooring, and gas fireplaces.

He said that one unique thing about the proposed

wood

Landing series was

that a lot of them had a lot of natural light that came off the back of the house, whether from a
sunroom,

an extended

cafe or eating

area, an expansion

area. The homes were not flat in the back had covered
Mr. Ramage
expansion

said the community

could

of the current Greystone

handle

of the living room or gathering

patios or covered

additional

community

planned

the one to the west which was on the Plan Commission

houses;

whether

there was always

house,

something

pool,

and

some

new to Greystone,

Mr. Ramage
Commission

unique

They

or the Town Council,

to track residential

were

projects

next month. It would have

excited

to bring

residents

bit of

before the Plan

of why did they need to do a

PD was a tried and true method

zoning. They had already created and established

a little

in the community.

that had come

he knew there was the question

the Greystone

parcel or

agenda a few months back. He said the

and also be able to offer additional

said as he continued

PD. He said, in his opinion,

amenities.

a natural

it was this particular

amenities center for this particular area would be starting construction
a bath

room

porches.

for administering

the ordinance, they were building lots of houses

in there today, and they had already gotten to a point where it was zoned and the ordinance was
in place. They were seeing a lot of positive results of the work that went into the ordinance

and

they felt this was a natural extension and would be a seamless transition of the existing Greystone
community.

The PD provided flexibility in the development

the site was not a natural
future.

feature that existed

There was a potential

standards.

One of the challenges

today but was a question

of an 1-74 overpass,

taking

of what happens

625 North, would

potentially

Pulte worked with Staff to make sure that the PD was flexible enough to accommodate
design

route was chosen;

a couple of the designs

site so they built in flexibility
was

chosen.

Greystone

Mr.

Ramage

in offering

in the ordinance

said

that the ordinance

would

higher- end or a single family ranch.

the northeast

for what happened
provide

He said they held a neighbor

at that meeting

to say about the project.

corner of the

when

an opportunity

meeting

10 -

the design
to diversify

They had not heard any other remonstrance

and to go before the Town Council
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11 days ago and

and neither had any remonstrance

and did not believe Staff had either. They were requesting
Plan Commission

it clipping

be there.
whichever

a third housing series meeting the demand of buyers that may not want a

there were only two attendees
negative

showed

to account

with
in the

a favorable

in February.

or anything

about the project

recommendation

from the

Jodi Dickey reviewed
The Commission

the case and stated it was a rezone

could forward a Favorable,

and the recommendation
Recommendation

may include

planning

commitments

petition

which required

a public hearing.

or No Recommendation

to Town Council

or conditions.

If the zoning was approved,

with conditions.

the normal annexation

Unfavorable,

Staff supported

they would

a Favorable

have to go through

and plan review prior to any kind of construction.

This was the

first proposal for the 43 acres property which was currently zoned AGR in the County. The Future
Land

Use

Map

Commercial.

contemplated

The petitioner

site location,

surrounding

With a 93- lot subdivision
in the PD ordinance
design

especially

area

for

Hendricks

single- family

County jurisdiction

extension

for the homes

Plan,

current

property

for rezones

conditions

values,

of the criteria
Staff would
Greystone

it from the existing

during the planning
Ben

Lacey

asked

process

subdivision.

over 1-74. There was no final
there was built in
the extra

corner

development

pay reasonable

regard

most desirable

and growth.

a positive

distinctive

because

to: the Comprehensive

land

if there were any issues

use, conservation

with the following

It should

extra flexibility

with infrastructure

of

each one
conditions:

they did not want the existing

standards.

Last they asked that the developer

to address the lots needing

right- of-

She reviewed

The Staff report addressed

recommendation

to use those proposed
area.

to accommodate

from the existing Greystone.

in the district,

like to name the PD something

distinguishes

Greystone

the

Ms. Dickey said there was flexibility

and the overpass

that the Commission

Development

Neighborhood

She reviewed

in the northeast

and Staff was supporting

Planned

and

so in order to move the project forward

and structures

and responsible

uses

residential.

and the existing

a traffic study was not warranted.

way. Access to the site was from 700 N and stemmed
the five criteria

residential

single- family detached

to allow for future expansion

yet for the road

flexibility

the

was proposing

be something

that

work closely with Staff

due to the overpass.

or water and

learned

there

were

none that Staff was aware of.
Mr. Lacey asked if there was a light going in at Northfield
there was not one anticipated
anticipated

or planned

at that time but it was part of the corridor analysis

Mr. Lacey said if he was a developer

to those locations.

he would

keep the lots under the threshold

Mr. Lacey felt it might be time to reevaluate

new PD. Mr. Ramage

said one was minimum

would be 45. The minimum

dwelling

to change

that

that would be applied to the

Greystone

was 46 feet and here it

size for a two- story was 2,400 in the original

because

The ordinance

they were

open space; they were proposing

largely due to the fact that the original

a

the traffic study requirements.

the new standards
lot frontage;

was 2,369 so it was about 30 square feet smaller.
wanted

that required

in that area; he was big on safety and accessibility

Chris Worley asked the Applicant to summarize

minimum

that

a signal there at some point.

traffic study. There was so much development

they

Drive and 625. Todd Barker said that

adding

additional

20% and the original

Greystone

PD; this one

sets forth a maximum
units

requirement

had the huge pipeline

density;

to Greystone.

The

was 25%, that was

running

through

it. Here

it only clipped the northwest corner so there was not as much open space. Mr. Worley mentioned
that open
could

space

might be subject

to change

go down to the 15% minimum.

requirement

Mr.

with the development
Ramage

of the overpass

said that was correct.

was for lots 20% larger than the typical

one and

Corner

here it would

and that it
lots original

be a minimum

of

15%; that was simply because the lots were a little bit smaller. That still meets the front setback
distance from the side. He said the architectural
in Greystone
Shawn

Pabst

buyers would

standards

today, the same amount of masonry
said

he appreciated

planning

ahead

for the expansion

be made aware that that could potentially
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would remain the same as what was

and no vinyl.

go through

of the road

there.

and asked

Mr. Ramage

if

said that

there was a sales disclosure
example,

form that every buyer had to sign that listed special

if you lived on a golf course or if there was a lift station

provisions

for

nearby that might have a smell

to it.
Richard

Miller asked

proposed

what the current

amendment.

Mr. Ramage

build out schedule

both areas at same time since it was a different
Mr.

Miller

mentioned

connected,

adding

the water pressure
homes

was for the existing

Greystone

replied they had about half of Greystone
housing

series so it was probably

and that depending

in that area

could

impact

three years.

on how the system

pressures

on those

and the

left. They would sell

was tied and

areas.

He felt there

needed to be some kind of evaluation

done outside of just the localized area but also with future

developments

the water pressure

traffic study.
reduction

and how that impacted
Overall

his main general

concern

in the area.

from what the UDO stated with very little justification

Matt Simpson
developers

said he appreciate

He also recommended

the

was the lot widths and that it was a substantial

the flexibility

to him.

about the overpass

over 74 and was glad to see

willing to work with the Town for that.

Brett Scowden

echoed

what Mr. Miller and Mr. Lacey

in 2018/ 2019 there was an intent to provide

said; when the Greystone

water service

and they were limited

of homes that could be built in 2019 ( 50) and 2020 ( 50). Mr. Scowden
in the area based

on what the Commission

PD first came in
in the number

had concerns

about water

heard earlier and then what was stated

previously

with the property currently being built. Mr. Barker said that limitation on the number of units was
only until the agreement

with Citizens Water was completed;

and the Town was actively acquiring

easements.

that agreement

Initially Greystone

north water tower but it was now fed from the south because
Mr. Scowden

asked

Staff about the stated

that although there were no geological
pipeline

easement

particularly

in northwest

innovative

was going to be fed from the

they connected

intent for PD developments

features

corner.

had been completed

down to Northfield.

and the Applicant

present on site there was an existing

stating

petroleum

He said it was also difficult to say if the proposal

or unique and there were no state of the art technologies

being

was

used to

develop the site. He asked how they could justify a rezone when it did not meet the intent.
Dickey
willing

replied

that it was a rezone

to consider

under these certain

meet each and every circumstance.
questioned

how there would

was to provide
pipeline

a certain

easement

and the enabling
circumstances.

be a "geological

amount

Development
not otherwise
address

of the

UDO

shall

achievable
physical

using standard
conditions."

standards

in the original Greystone

project.

as a part of Greystone.
one project as a whole
ravine

existed

important

where

linked

accommodate

She felt the intent

the Applicant

He said depending

up, like the

could approve

a

amenities.

it stated " Any lessening

to the

intent

of the

Planned

a creative and unique design

zoning districts and subdivision

He asked

applied. Tim Ochs, attorney with Ice Miller, represented

flexibility there was needed

Indiana.

things that come

over 74. The Commission

be directly

Ms.

they were

that they did not have to

in place and there were enough compensating

to provide a mixed- use development,

unusual

in flat Central

Art. 4. 02( D)( 1) development

standards

flexibility

to say " I think you meet it." She

for little unknown

or the road project of the overpass

referenced

of the required

feature"

of flexibility

put extra

She submitted

It was up to the Commission

PD district because there were elements
Mr. Scowden

legislation

control

how the changes

regulations,

or

they mentioned

Pulte Homes. He stated he was involved

on how you defined geological

features, that

because of the pipeline and because of I-74. Also, Pulte viewed this

They might be calling
did contain

on part of Greystone

to keep it as an overall

it a different

geographic

features:

name but they viewed
a large wooded

and were part of the overall

project.

One of the key attributes
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project.

it as one; that

area, wetlands,

and a

Mr. Ochs said

it was

of the original

Greystone

was

that it was

multi- generational.

They wanted

the empty

nester

and the traditional "

the original
existed.

Greystone

they would

They felt it was consistent

have simply

pointed

four" story.

If they had brought this in with

Now they were adding a third line that the public was demanding.

to the same geographical

features

that

and met the intent.

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING OPENED
Carter Huff, 1167 15, N CR 625Mr.

Huff stated

concerned
going

he lived

across

from

about traffic at 625 and

to be a traffic

success mentioned,

the retention

Northfield.

pond

When

along

625.

Greystone

light at 500 and 136; he believed

Like

Mr.

Lacey,

was first proposed

one needed

to go in on 625.

he was

there was
Due to the

traffic was getting worse and that needed to be heavily considered.

also said that the dumpsters

in Greystone

were allowing

debris across their retention

Mr. Huff

ponds and

up against trees and fields. They needed to have their people take care of the dumpsters.
Cindy Hohman,
Ms. Hohman

15 Tyler Court-

agreed

to be different;
reason

with Mr. Scowden,

they wanted

for it to be a PD.

she did not think this qualified

to use different

style homes

In their report they mentioned

as a PD. They wanted

and different

size lots. There

that if there were

road

it

was no

improvements

instead

of being

9,000 square feet the lots would go to 6,700 which was a 1,300, square foot

smaller

lot.

width

The

modifications
series.

of the

lots

would

to certain development

She did not believe

go down

to 50 feet.

standards to accommodate

the reasoning

for why they

had

that there

were

lot sizes for the Landings

They

home

such

stated

small

lots was so they could

provide more open space; they would just have more lots, greed was the factor.
it was responsible

development

Gary Avery, 579 Kingfisher

She did not think

and growth.

Drive-

Mr. Avery spoke via Zoom. He agreed with the traffic light situation at 625 and 700, as well as at
500. With the expansion
time to get a commitment
end of construction
turning

of the PD and the future potential

to make sure it was done by Pulte.

that the developer

that over to the homeowners.

and with the 17 -

be a requirement

be required

in order to keep

that Brownsburg

to clean

association

Hohman

for the garage
originally

in the Summer

was facing

up with the environmental

Ridge

prior to

subdivision

a $ 300, 000 to $ 325, 000 cost

requirements.

He felt it should

and if that would

properties

that be continued

was an issue with the facades

in the

cost to those homeowners.

said she forgot to ask if the Greystone
offsets

to suggest that at the

should put on a developer to protect the homeowners

future because that was going to be a quite expensive
Cindy

He wanted

it was the best

out the ponds and forebays

That was not available

19 ponds the homeowner

to dredge the ponds

of 1-74 Interchange,

not matching

were given a special

on this one.

Ms. Gillingham

what was written

variance
said that

in the PD; this PD was

written to match and they did not need the variance again.
Mr.

Ramage

responsibility

addressed
for that.

team and they would
roadway

chewed

the

dumpster

He asked

trash

issue

for the specifics

and

get that taken care of. To address

into the project,

the minimum

apologized,

saying

they

and said that was not the standard
the comment

lot area would

rear

setback.

necessarily
Mr.

Ramage

So

if the 1-74 design

did

chew

the

project,

if the

be meet the 50 foot minimum

the home, actual backyard

into

full

of whole

about what happens

width. Given that situation then that depth was 134 feet deep. In most occurrences,
130 feet deep. That allowed for the front setback,

took

the

it would be

in addition to the

lot dimensions

were

not

Northfield.

He

out of whack.
said there was a lot of concern

about the intersection
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of 625 and

stated this project did not warrant a traffic study being completed
the residential

builder' s proposal

some type of agreement
towards

the signal

immediately

due to its size. They did follow

to the west at and was aware there was there was

in place that the developer

that was to be warranted

would

provide some type of compensation

after their project went in. Mr. Ramage

could get details from Staff they could incorporate

that as part of their proposal

said

if he

and could chip

in for the future signal.
Mr. Ramage said there was an O & M Manual in place that required

maintenance

of the ponds to

make sure that they were clean and maintained.
Cindy Hohman said when all the " what if" questions were asked, they never said there would be
less units, they just said they were going to make them all smaller. They already wanted to make
them smaller than what was existing

on the other side.

Mr. Barker said he could address some of the comments about Fairview West stating that Fairview
West had 127 lots which put it over the threshold.
zoning,
traffic

the traffic study
at W.

movement

Northfield

issues.

Drive

was true, during

West would

CR 625

East.

was going

feature intersection

if it was common

back in and therefore

eliminate

construction

practice

there would

protection

commissioners
Applicant
application

as site features

stating

to have to dredge
be some sediment

said traditionally

lot of the criteria

improvements

left turn

to offset their

those out.

Mr. Miller agreed

said that

so they did compensate

for that.

Greystone

was

basin

baskets.

in the site design.

a PD

He asked

that a PD required.
and

that

maybe

with the bridge
his fellow

He also felt the

consistency

he did not vote favorably

towards

development.

While there

they were based mainly on requests the Town was asking of the developer.

and said if it was a straight rezone to PD there was no justification

consideration

since

it was

an

extension

the site similar to what they did for the Redwood
and if so to include that as a condition

Mr. Lacey asked what the probability
Town to determining

of the existing

Ms. Dickey

later in March.

where the money was or timing

site to determine

but felt there

development.

He still

would
2026.

replied

the Town was expecting

give additional

Obviously
Mr.

information

Lacey

MPO funding
said

it would

a draft report

While the design was closer to reality she did not know

of the construction

be eligible.

to submit

MPO 2026 funding applications

study was

of 625 across 74 was. How close was the

fell in the capital

Barker added that it was in the MPO long range transportation
so that was when they would

if an engineering

The alignment

that project

would probably

improvements

plan in the funding

plan.

study that was underway

to the MPO for net future

now

funding

in

be taken either later this fall or next spring.

over 74 and asked
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Mr.

cycle 2026 -

that window would get pushed out as that would be an expensive
be a bridge

had

review

for the rezone.

of the extension

if that was real?

on some of the options

2030

in the

PD' s and felt they had to hit a

of the existing

concerns about the lot width. He would like to see a condition that the Water Department

warranted

to fill

Mr. Ramage

to 625 E in conjunction

flexibility

but felt this request was an extension

were some differences

some

some

control to prevent as much of that as they could and

to justify the flexibility

that the original

did create

of the PD zoning would apply to the new addition.

Mr. Simpson

was

That 8% increase

with

intersection

improvement.

that required

if that was enough

through

8% of the total

make about a $ 33, 000 contribution

with silt fence or logs and then also catch

Mr. Worley felt that the Town' s anticipated

over I-74 served

contribute

to over dig the ponds to allow for the sediment

the reason

Mr. Pabst added that there was also erosion
was double

While the project did not proceed

Fairview

and

The developer

costs to that intersection
Mr. Pabst asked

projected

if there would

project.

be an interchange.

Mr.

Simpson said when it was initially discussed with the RDC it was an interchange but he was not
sure what was submitted to the MPO. Mr. Barker did not recall, at least one of the alignments
from the consultant would include the option of an interchange; all interchanges were dependent
on not just the state but also Federal Highway. So the Town plan for and request an interchange
but potentially not get approved through Federal Highway.
Mr. Lacey said he wanted to see a condition that the Applicant contribute to the signal at 625 and
Northfield.
Mr. Scowden said he felt the same as Mr. Simpson and Mr. Miller. He had voted against more
PD's than he had in favor. He was the one who made the motion to approve the original Greystone
Planned Development, primarily based on the marathon pipeline that ran through there. While it
only touched on a corner of for this proposal, he felt the fact that the Town might be taking some
of that property in the future did weigh in on that. He also agreed with Mr. Lacey and if a favorable
recommendation was sent to the Town Council it needed to be conditioned upon recommendation
of an agreeable commitment between the Town and the Applicant for a contribution to the light.
Mr. Ramage said he was willing and offered an example and Mr. Scowden said the contribution
amount would be between the Applicant and Town Council.
Mr. Ramage apologized for not addressing Mr. Miller's comment about lot sizes. He said people
were in all different stages of life. He had a 15 month old at home and one on the way. When he
got home at six o'clock at night and had an hour before bedtime, he did not want to have to mow
the grass one or two days a week. He felt that was true for a lot of people around his age or the
people that wanted those particular homes. There were other demands out there and some of
those homes were going to sell upwards of $367,000 at today's price and those would go up.
Motion:

Matt Simpson made a motion to send a FAVORABLE

RECOMMENDATION

for PCCZ-

12-20-1865 to Town Council subject to and conditioned upon Staff Recommendations as well as
contributing to intersection improvements and Water Study being conducted, seconded by Shawn
Pabst, motion carried 6 In Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 0 Abstained.
ADVERTISED

3.

PUBLIC HEARING

PCCA-12-20-1866

CLOSED

Bersot Crossing Commitment Amendment

A request to vacate certain development commitments included in Ordinance 2002-01 made as
part of Advisory Plan Commission cases 2001-16P and 2001-17P, as they relate to the use and
development of that parcel of real estate, located at Lots 1- 184 of Bersot Crossing.
Parcels: Entirety of Bersot Crossing subdivision
ADVERTISED

PUBLIC HEARING

Represented By: James Nicely, Bersot Crossing Homeowners Association
Brett Scowden recused himself as the Applicant was his neighbor. At this time he left the Council
Room and Vice President Worley took over. Mr. Worley noted the request was to vacate certain
development

commitments

included

in Ordinance

2002- 01

made as part of Advisory

Plan

Commission cases 2001-16P and 2001-17P, as they related to the use and development of that
parcel of real estate, located at Lots 1- 184 of Bersot Crossing.
James Nicely said Mr. Worley gave the opening statement so he would highlight the application.
The commitment amendment would vacate Ordinance # 17 of the builder commitments which
specifically stated that outdoor storage sheds were not allowed. The HOA had an annual meeting
in November and they voted to bring the matter before the Plan Commission.

Mr. Nicely said

there were questions at the TECH review regarding placements and utility easements and etc. If
the request was approved the HOA committee would develop a covenant which would meet or
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exceed

the

application
minimally

UDO.

impact

Thornburg

neighbors;

sheds would

Gillingham

entirety

larger

locations

they

reviewed

that covenant

and forming

foot would

sheds.

not have

many,

disallowed

Legacy

and lessening

the number

Apartments

in common

were

storage

to

to the west,

would look hard at
lakes.

it. The request

annexation

structure

be established

areas and around

Mr. Nicely covered

their own committee,

an accessory
would

to the east. The committee

specifically

the case and said

require

The covenants

covered

ordinance

the

in 2001, that

barns. The HOA voted in favor of removing

as other HOA' s do all over town. They hope that

storage barns would make the neighborhood

space

Crossing

90 square

It came about from the recorded

among other things, specifically

garage

did

be placed,

of Bersot Crossing.

permanent

than

of the storage

to north and Village at Bersot Crossing

where storage
Lauren

Anything

to monitor

of cars

were a little bit smaller than average.

safer and more attractive

parked

in the street,

Staff reviewed

by freeing

as the garages

up

in Bersot

the request and did not find any

issues.
Staff recommended

Approval,

subject to and conditioned

l) That commitment # 17 of instrument
the Bersot Crossing

number 200200013008

amendment
commitments

not apply to the Village at Bersot Crossing
of instrument

for all lots within the Bersot Crossing
4) The

review

Development

and

be vacated for all lots within

neighborhood.

2) That the commitment
3) That the remaining

upon the following:

approval

Services

of the

number

200200013008

Richard

revised

Written

Commitments

Town approval

establishing

or utility infrastructure,

Barker clarified

fences

that there was stormwater

that there were;
through

fence

would first require

location was not going to be in a

move forward

infrastructure

stormwater

permit.

covenants

with the HOA process.

in the sides and rears,

but all of

was a little bit easier to deal with.

needed

ADVERTISED

to add that as a condition

PUBLIC

if they could consider

HEARING

to form a committee

of approval.

Miller,

ADVERTISED

subject to and conditioned

motion carried
PUBLIC

the process

Mr. Barker said that was not needed.

RECOMMENDATION

upon Staff Recommendations,

5 In Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 1 Abstained (

HEARING

in the HOA and if the

OPENED

Ben Lacey made a motion to send a FAVORABLE

20- 1866 to Town Council

outlining

Mr. Nicely agreed.

Chris Worley asked about the Applicant' s commitment

Richard

of

and Ben Lacey did not have any questions.

of obtaining a building

Motion:

Director

Mr. Miller said he worked for a utility and that became an

Pabst asked when they amended

Commission

Mr. Nicely replied

and those were addressed

then they could

issue when trying to get to those to make repairs,

Shawn

the

by the Plan Commission.

Mr. Nicely said their process for a storage shed application

the water and sanitary was out front.

Matt Simpson

by

He did ask if there were any water or

and would need to show that that the proposed

utility easement
Todd

with the amendment.

in the rear lots for the neighborhood.

they had that issue with people
review applications.

in effect

prior to recording.

Miller did not have issues
easements

remain

neighborhood

5) The approval of the Findings of Fact and Report of Determination

wastewater

or Foxchase.

CLOSED

At this time Mr. Scowden returned to the Council Room.
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Scowden).

for PCCA- 12seconded

by

I. COMMUNICATIONS
1.

AND COMMITTEE

REPORTS

Jack Swalley
Brett Scowden

thanked former member Jack Swalley who served on the Plan Commission

for

close to 20 years. He wanted to thank him for his service to the Town; while they did not always
agree on everything,
2.

Mr. Swalley brought a lot of insights.

Todd Barker
Mr. Scowden

acknowledged

that it was Todd Barker' s last night in front of the Plan Commission

and thanked him for his service to the Town and wished him best of luck in the future.
3.

Member Resignation
Jodi Dickey informed the Commission that new member Travis Gabbard resigned before
attending

K.

a meeting. Town Council would appoint a replacement.

MISCELLANEOUS
1.

BUSINESS

Appoint representative

to Board of Zoning Appeals

As Ben Lacey had been appointed

to the Town Council, a replacement

was needed on the Board

of Zoning Appeals.

K.

Brett Scowden
seconded

ADMINISTRATIVE
1.

L.

Motion:
Appeals,

FILED

Richard

Miller to the Board of Zoning

FILINGS

PCRP- 12- 20- 1867

CASES

made a motion to APPOINT

by Ben Lacey, motion carried 6 In Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 0 Abstained.

Replat Of Lots 82- 92 Of Cadence Sec. 3

FOR FUTURE

MEETINGS

1.

PCMA- 01- 21- 1869

601 E. Main Street Rezone To Cl

2.

PCPP- 01- 21- 1870

Town Homes At Wynne Farms Primary Plat

3.

PCCZ- 01- 21- 1871

Musselman

Conditional

Rezone To PD

M. ADJOURNMENT
Motion:

Matt Simpson made a motion to ADJOURN,

Favor/ 0 Opposed/ 0 Abstained.

seconded

by Ben Lacey, motion carried 6 In

7:48 p.m.

Brett Scowden, President

AITEST: ~ \

21 ~

Jo~ ey, AICP, ministrator
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